Overview

Emerging markets fixed income indexes
Comprehensive coverage of growing economies.

You’re not only choosing an index, you’re choosing a firm
We offer a comprehensive family of emerging markets1 bond indexes with a broad array of
currencies, regions, asset classes, and credit qualities.
Indexes denominated in local
currencies

indexes which generates component
weights based on fundamental measures.

We offer expansive coverage of emerging
markets sovereign debt, denominated in
the issuer’s local currency. Based on
objective rules, our indexes strike a
balance between comprehensiveness and
replicability, making them desirable for
international managers seeking broad or
targeted exposure to growing economies.

Indexes denominated in US dollar

Our core composite index, the FTSE
Emerging Markets Government Bond
Index (EMGBI), comprises local currency
government bonds from a set of emerging
markets countries. Individual country
indexes can be easily combined to provide
regional or geographic exposure. A unified
methodology across markets enables
investors to use our indexes as building
blocks for customized benchmarks.
In addition to offering market
capitalization-weighted emerging markets
bond indexes, we have implemented an
innovative methodology for constructing

To complement our local currency indexes,
we offer a series of emerging markets
bond indexes denominated in US dollar.
These indexes offer coverage of growing
economies without the additional interplay
of currency movements.
Our US dollar-denominated emerging
markets lineup is anchored by the FTSE
Emerging Markets US Dollar Government
Bond Index (EMUSDGBI), which offers
coverage of sovereign debt with broad
geographical diversification. The FTSE
Emerging Markets Broad Bond Index
(EMUSDBBI) complements this lineup by
measuring the performance of
investment-grade and high-yield bonds in
over 60 emerging markets.
Additionally, we offer a variety of regional
indexes, including the FTSE Asian Broad
Bond Index (ABBI) and the FTSE Middle
East and North Africa Broad Bond Index
(MENABBI).

30+

Years of experience in benchmarking

2,000+

Emerging markets bonds are included
in our global family of indexes

10,000+
Emerging markets sectors are
available as building blocks for
composite indexes

1 A country is classified to be “emerging” if it is defined by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) World Economic Outlook to be among “emerging and developing economies” (http://www.imf.org/external/ns/
cs.aspx?id=28) or if it is defined by the World Bank (WB) to be among “low-income economies” or “lower-middle-income economies” or “upper-middle-income economies” (http://data.worldbank.org/about/
country-classifications/).
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Indexes denominated in local currencies
Emerging markets government bond indexes
Our current coverage includes local currency sovereign bond indexes for 18 emerging markets countries2. These indexes
comprise fixed-rate sovereign debt with at least one-year until maturity. They are market capitalization-weighted and
rebalanced monthly.
The FTSE Emerging Markets Government Bond Index (EMGBI) comprises local currency government bonds from 16 countries
including Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Hungary, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Thailand, Turkey, and South Africa3.

FTSE Emerging markets inflation-linked securities index
The FTSE Emerging Markets Inflation-Linked Securities Index (EMILSI) measures the returns of inflation-linked bonds with
principals that are linked to an inflation index. The EMILSI comprises debt from six countries denominated in six currencies and
is a valuable benchmark for investors who are concerned with real, rather than notional, returns. The six EMILSI countries
include Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Turkey and South Africa4.

Regional composite indexes
Individual indexes can be easily combined to provide regional or geographic exposure.
Index

Markets

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA
FTSE Central and Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa Government
Bond Index (CEEMEAGBI)

Czech Republic, Hungary, Israel, Poland, Romania, Russia, Turkey,
and South Africa

LATIN AMERICA
FTSE Latin America Government Bond Index (LATAMGBI)

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru

ASIA PACIFIC
FTSE Asian Government Bond Index (AGBI)

China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,
and Thailand

FTSE Asian Government Bond Index Extended (AGBI Extended)

China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, and Thailand

FTSE Asian Government Bond Index Investable (AGBI Investable)5

China (Offshore), Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, and Thailand

FTSE Dim Sum (Offshore CNY) Bond Index

China (Offshore)

Fundamentally-weighted indexes
The FTSE RAFI Bond Index Series weights index components by the issuer’s economic footprint and estimates of debt service
capacity, providing an alternative to market capitalization weighting. This series has been developed in collaboration with
Research Affiliates based on the RAFI® Fundamental Index® methodology.
The FTSE RAFI Sovereign Emerging Markets Local Currency Bond Index provides a measure of government securities in 14
markets: Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Hungary, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa,
Thailand, and Turkey.

2 The 18 local currency sovereign bond indexes emerging market countries include: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia,
South Africa, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Turkey.
3 Countries that are not classified as “emerging” include Czech Republic, Israel, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan.
4 Poland is eligible for inclusion but currently its inflation-linked securities do not meet the minimum size criteria due to large buy-back by the government in February 2014.
5 The AGBI Investable methodology differs from that of AGBI with the inclusion of offshore Chinese government bond markets. It also caps the market weight of an individual market at 20% to limit the
exposure to any one sovereign market.
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Indexes denominated in US dollar
Emerging markets government bonds
The FTSE Emerging Markets US Dollar Government Bond Index (EMUSDGBI) includes US dollar-denominated emerging
markets sovereign debt issued in the global, Yankee, and Eurodollar markets. The index offers geographical diversification
without exposure to local currency fluctuations.

Emerging markets government, agency, and corporate debt
Our broad bond indexes measure the performance of both investment-grade and high-yield US dollar-denominated
debt issued by governments, agencies, and corporations domiciled in the specific regions. Indexes are market
capitalization-weighted.
Index

Coverage

EMERGING MARKETS
FTSE Emerging Markets Broad Bond Index (EMUSDBBI)

Measures the performance of both investment-grade and high-yield US
dollar-denominated debt issued by governments, regional governments,
government-sponsored entities, and corporations domiciled in over 60
emerging markets

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA
FTSE Middle East and North Africa Broad Bond Index (MENABBI)

Measures the performance of both investment-grade and high-yield
US dollar-denominated debt issued in the Middle East and North Africa

ASIA PACIFIC
FTSE Asian Broad Bond Index (ABBI)

Measures the performance of both investment-grade and high-yield
US dollar-denominated debt issued by governments, agencies and
corporations domiciled in Asia (excluding Japan)
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Index usage and access
FTSE Fixed Income Indexes delivers market-tested and comprehensive indexes, trusted
and widely followed by the global investment community. It offers a comprehensive family
of indexes with a broad array of currencies, regions, asset classes, and credit qualities. It
employs multiple distribution channels to ensure easy access to data.
Licensing

Customization

Access

Our indexes may be licensed for
use as underlying indexes for OTC
or exchange traded products.
Leading financial institutions that
issue ETFs, structured products,
and swaps rely on our indexes for
the creation of their index-based
investment products.

Our indexes are designed to
appeal to a wide range of market
participants. In addition, they can
be easily customized to meet the
most specific investment needs or
portfolio risk profiles.

Our website offers index
information, profiles, analytics
and returns, and historical data by
subscription or on demand.
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Customization options
• Sector: Government,
Corporate, Collateralized
• Industry: Industrial, Utility,
Finance
• Geography: Global,
Continental, Regional,
National
• Weighting: Market
Capitalization, Equal,
Fundamental
• Other - Exchange Rates and
Currency, Hedging, Capping,
Maturity, Issue Size, Rating

• Index website:
www.yieldbook.com/m/indices
• The Yield Book
Bloomberg
• SBI <GO> | SBBI <GO>
Data and analytic vendors
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About FTSE Russell
FTSE Russell is a leading global index provider creating and managing a wide
range of indexes, data and analytic solutions to meet client needs across
asset classes, style and strategies. Covering 98% of the investable market,
FTSE Russell indexes offer a true picture of global markets, combined with
the specialist knowledge gained from developing local benchmarks around
the world.
FTSE Russell index expertise and products are used extensively by
institutional and retail investors globally. For over 30 years, leading asset
owners, asset managers, ETF providers and investment banks have chosen
FTSE Russell indexes to benchmark their investment performance and create
investment funds, ETFs, structured products and index-based derivatives.
FTSE Russell indexes also provide clients with tools for asset allocation,
investment strategy analysis and risk management.
A core set of universal principles guides FTSE Russell index design and
management: a transparent rules-based methodology is informed by
independent committees of leading market participants. FTSE Russell is
focused on index innovation and customer partnership applying the highest
industry standards and embracing the IOSCO Principles. FTSE Russell is
wholly owned by London Stock Exchange Group.
For more information, visit ftserussell.com.

To learn more, visit ftserussell.com; email info@ftserussell.com; or call your regional
FTSE fixed income indexes team office:
EMEA
+44 20 7334 8963
fi.index@citi.com
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North America
+1 212 816 0700
fi.index@citi.com

Asia-Pacific
Hong Kong +852 2164 3288
Singapore +65 6818 6291
Tokyo +81 3 4563 6345
fi.index@citi.com
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For more information about our indexes, please visit ftserussell.com.
© 2018 London Stock Exchange Group plc and its applicable group undertakings (the “LSE Group”). The LSE Group includes (1)
FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”), (2) Frank Russell Company (“Russell”), (3) FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. and
FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Limited (together, “FTSE TMX”), (4) MTSNext Limited (“MTSNext”), (5) Mergent, Inc.
(“Mergent”), (6) FTSE Fixed Income LLC (“FTSE FI”) and (7) The Yield Book Inc. (“YB”). All rights reserved.
FTSE Russell® is a trading name of FTSE, Russell, FTSE TMX, MTS Next Limited, Mergent, FTSE FI and YB. “FTSE®”, “Russell®”,
“FTSE Russell®”, “MTS®”, “FTSE4Good®”, “ICB®”, “Mergent®” , “WorldBIG®”, “USBIG®”, “EuroBIG®”, “AusBIG®”, “The Yield
Book®”, and all other trademarks and service marks used herein (whether registered or unregistered) are trademarks and/or
service marks owned or licensed by the applicable member of the LSE Group or their respective licensors and are owned, or
used under license, by FTSE, Russell, MTSNext, FTSE TMX, Mergent, FTSE FI or YB. “TMX®” is a registered trademark of TSX
Inc. FTSE International Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority as a benchmark administrator.
All information is provided for information purposes only. All information and data contained in this publication is obtained by
the LSE Group, from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because of the possibility of human and mechanical error
as well as other factors, however, such information and data is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. No member of
the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors make any claim, prediction, warranty or
representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability of any
information or of results to be obtained from the use of the FTSE Russell Indexes or the fitness or suitability of the FTSE Russell
Indexes for any particular purpose to which they might be put. Any representation of historical data accessible through FTSE
Russell Indexes is provided for information purposes only and is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
No responsibility or liability can be accepted by any member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees,
partners or licensors for (a) any loss or damage in whole or in part caused by, resulting from, or relating to any error (negligent
or otherwise) or other circumstance involved in procuring, collecting, compiling, interpreting, analyzing, editing, transcribing,
transmitting, communicating or delivering any such information or data or from use of this document or links to this document
or (b) any direct, indirect, special, consequential or incidental damages whatsoever, even if any member of the LSE Group is
advised in advance of the possibility of such damages, resulting from the use of, or inability to use, such information.
No member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors provide investment advice
and nothing contained in this document or accessible through FTSE Russell Indexes, including statistical data and industry
reports, should be taken as constituting financial or investment advice or a financial promotion.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only. Index returns
shown may not represent the results of the actual trading of investable assets. Certain returns shown may reflect back-tested
performance. All performance presented prior to the index inception date is back-tested performance. Back-tested performance
is not actual performance, but is hypothetical. The back-test calculations are based on the same methodology that was in effect
when the index was officially launched. However, back-tested data may reflect the application of the index methodology with
the benefit of hindsight, and the historic calculations of an index may change from month to month based on revisions to the
underlying economic data used in the calculation of the index.
No part of this information may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of the applicable member of
the LSE Group. Use and distribution of the LSE Group data requires a license from FTSE, Russell, FTSE TMX, MTSNext, Mergent,
FTSE FI, YB and/or their respective licensors.
“Fundamental Index®” and/or “Research Affiliates® Fundamental Index®” and/or “RAFI” and/or all other RA trademarks, trade
names, patented and patent-pending concepts are the exclusive property of Research Affiliates, LLC.
Investors should be aware of the risks associated with data sources and quantitative processes used in our investment
management process. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors, the construction of model portfolios, and in
coding related to the index and portfolio construction process. While Research Affiliates takes steps to identify data and process
errors so as to minimize the potential impact of such errors on index and portfolio performance, we cannot guarantee that such
errors will not occur.
“Fundamental Index®” and/or “Research Affiliates® Fundamental Index®” and/or “RAFI” and/or all other RA trademarks, trade
names, patented and patent-pending concepts are the exclusive property of Research Affiliates, LLC.
Investors should be aware of the risks associated with data sources and quantitative processes used in our investment management
process. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors, the construction of model portfolios, and in coding related
to the index and portfolio construction process. While Research Affiliates takes steps to identify data and process errors so as
to minimize the potential impact of such errors on index and portfolio performance, we cannot guarantee that such errors will
not occur.
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